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time behavior. Additionally, many solutions leak flexibility and
need a dedicated instance for administrative tasks. These issues
will becomes more relevant in the future. As mentioned in
[3], the future for the industry will be more intelligent devices,
which can act more dynamically. Facilities as one main area
of application will consist of more devices still requiring realtime or even hard real-time behavior. So we think, the existing
solutions will not fulfill the future challenges in terms of
scalability, flexibility, and robustness.
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks instead offer an innovative
alternative to the typical Client-Server or Master-Slave concepts
used in Industrial Ethernet solutions. P2P runs in the application
layer and thus there is no need for special hardware or
modifications on the lower layers. As already proposed in [3],
the devices like sensors/actors and other facility components
become more intelligent and offer more resources.
Therefore, an P2P-based approach using Kad is presented
I. I NTRODUCTION
to realize a decentralized network of devices, which allows
In the field of automation, fieldbuses are widely established. for hard real-time applications. The main focus is on the high
They allow a deterministic data exchange between devices robustness of the network and the scalable administration of
and follow the requirements for hard real-time applications. the network. The Kad protocol has been modified to enable
However, fieldbuses are limited in address space, scalability, an arbitrary media access, which is necessary to meet timing
resilience, and interoperability. Therefore, the industry tried constraints given by real-time applications. Additionally, the
to use common Ethernet technology, which has technical and results of a working hard real-time Kademlia (HaRTKad) node
economical advantages in contrast to fieldbus realizations. This is presented, which is required to realize a complete consistent
led to the development of Industrial Ethernet solutions, which system. The main contributions are:
are able to guarantee hard real-time constraints like fiedbuses
• Presentation of the modified Kad protocol.
do. However, there is no common solution available as there are
• Performance analysis of a HaRTKad client.
even more existing Industrial Ethernet solutions on the market
• Analysis of the HaRTKad protocol performance.
than fieldbuses [1]. Industrial Ethernet solutions allow for a
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
total vertical and horizontal integration of a automation system Section II, the related work is presented. In the following
from the field level up to company level [2]. The number of Section III, the basics of Kad are shortly described and the
participants is usually much greater that in fieldbuses as it main approach to realize the HaRTKad system is explained.
is only limited to MAC or IPv4/v6 addresses. Additionally, Section IV describes one HaRTKad node and the realization
the network is not limited to any topology in contrast to as a prototype and its performance evaluation. In Section V,
fieldbuses, which often require line or ring structures. Another an optimization step is presented, which significantly increases
economical advantage is the common Ethernet technology, the number of HaRTKad nodes acting in parallel and thus
which is already established and makes the components cheaper increases the information exchange and channel utilization
in terms of development and production costs than proprietary without violating the hard real-time constraints. Finally, the
fieldbus solutions. However, Industrial Solutions also have paper concludes in Section VI.
disadvantages. Usually they possess a central instance, which
II. R ELATED W ORK
represents a single point of failure (SPoF) and bottleneck
Abstract—The Internet of Things is becoming more and
more relevant in industrial environments. As the industry itself
has different requirements like (hard) real-time behavior for
many scenarios, different solutions are needed to fulfill future
challenges. Common Industrial Ethernet solution often leak
scalability, flexibility, and robustness. Most realizations also
require special hardware to guarantee a hard real-time behavior.
Therefore, an approach is presented to realize a hard realtime network for automation scenarios using Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
technology. Kad as implementation variant of the structured
decentralized P2P protocol Kademlia has been chosen as base
for the realization. As Kad is not suitable for hard real-time
applications per se, changes of the protocol are necessary. Thus,
Kad is extended by a TDMA-based mechanism. Additionally, to
evaluate the performance an prototype is presented, which is
realized on an embedded platform with a real-time operating
system. Thereby, with the presented approach and a realized
prototype it is possible to investigate the performance of a Kad
network with hard real-time capabilities.

due to the realization of the system following the masterslave or server-client approach. Other realizations require
dedicated and expensive hardware to realize the hard real-

Many Industrial Ethernet solutions like Ethercat, Ethernet
Powerlink, Profinet IO/IRT, SERCOS III, and CC-Link IE
Field base on the master-slave or client-server approach and
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therefore show the disadvantages of central instances. The
central instance represents a SPoF and also a bottleneck.
E.g., Ethercat uses a master to synchronize the participants
and to control the information exchange. Furthermore, some
realizations, like Ethercat, TCnet, TTEthernet, and Profinet
IO/IRT require special hardware, which is expensive and usually
proprietary, which results in further constraints for a planned
network. Ethercat for example needs special hardware for
the slaves to achieve hard real-time performance. However,
the use of special hardware for the Ethercat slaves results in
expensive and proprietary hardware. Profinet IO/IRT needs
special switches for forwarding packages in the network, as a
they need to follow a predefined path [4].
In [5], a real-time industrial Ethernet protocol is developed
adopting a master-slave pattern. The master is developed under
Linux using Real Time Application Interface and represents a
SPoF. Moreover, the slaves base on universal FPGA and ARM
chips so special hardware is necessary.
[6] proposes a real-time Ethernet solution, which does not
possess a central instance. The concept bases on two additional
proprietary layers on top of the Ethernet layer to manage the
media access. The result is an TDMA-approach using time slots.
There is no analyses about a high number of attendees and its
behavior in large scale networks. Furthermore, as TCP/UDP
and IP are not supported the total vertical and horizontal is
not possible without further effort.
We also propose a TDMA-based approach but directly
integrate it in the Kad protocol. Thereby, we use the unchanged
stack of Ethernet and UDP/IP. There are no changes needed
except for the application layer. Kad will be changed to act as
an application and also as an optional middle-ware for further
applications on top of it. No central instance is required to
configure, control, or synchronize the Kad network, which
results in a well scalable, flexible, and robust network for
automation scenarios, which require hard real-time constraints.

In Industrial Ethernet solutions, the problem of fulfilling hard
real-time requirements is solved by ensuring a deterministic
information exchange. This is realized by using an arbitrary
media access. The control of media access is done via central
instances. In a TDMA-based approach, the central instance
would assign time slots to the participants.
Kad instead has no central instance, which could control
the media access. Therefore, a node needs to know by itself
if it can access the media. A node’s hash value HashN ode
is unique and serves as information to determine time slots,
during which a node is allowed to access the media. Like the
relationship between data/information and the hash value, we
suggest to establish a correlation between access time and the
hash value as both are unique.
To determine the network size in a previously unknown
Kad network and to adjust the search tolerance ST so that
for hash value at least one node in the network is responsible,
the originally used static ST value is insufficient. Thus, the
search tolerance must be dynamically adjusted at runtime if
new nodes join or leave the Kad network or fail. By means of
an already developed algorithm (called Kademlia Discovery
(KaDis) algorithm [9]), the discovery of all nodes is possible
with a high probability without requiring a node to have a priori
knowledge of the network. Hence, any node can calculate
the search tolerance depending on the nodes present in the
network (i.e., their hash values) and the width of the address
space after having discovered all nodes by means of the KaDis
algorithm. In addition to the KaDis algorithm, which is executed
periodically, the calculating node’s routing table is regularly
checked for failing nodes and if changes are observed, the
search tolerance is recalculated. After the search tolerance
calculation, the calculated value is sent to all nodes.
Contrary, this algorithm could be easily modified to guarantee
that a maximum of one node is responsible for a any hash
value. This new algorithm will be called inverse dynamic search
tolerance (IDST). Figure 1 represents a DHT ring where the
III. BASICS AND DESIGN CONCEPT
search tolerance STIDST has been determined with the IDST in
The distributed hash table (DHT)-network Kad (an imple- such a way that maximum one node is responsible for any hash
mentation variation of the Kademlia protocol) has been used value. The new value for STISDT will be stored consistently
to realize a fully decentralized structured network. Every node by the IDST algorithm on every node in the network.
A main requirement for a TDMA-based time slotted network
has an own unique ID, which is called hash value. This hash
value is usually generated by a hash function, e.g., the Message is the common time base throughout all participating nodes.
Digest 4 or 5 algorithm [7]. Every node is responsible for a Therefore, all nodes of the Kad network need to be synchroset of data or information. The responsibility is given by the nized. An approach to synchronize a fully decentralized P2P
search tolerance ST . Kad generates a hash value for data or network based on Kad without a central instance has been
information and determines the responsible node by determine presented in [10]. The synchronization of a big network can
the XOR distance D between the data/information hash value be achieved very fast by using the concept of helping nodes.
and the node hash value. If the distance is less than the ST Additionally, the synchronization is realized as deterministic
this node is responsible for the data/information. Formula 1 approach to make it suitable for hard real-time applications in
shows this correlation that a node is responsible if D is smaller automation scenarios.
After the IDST algorithm has been executed and the nodes
than ST .
are synchronized, every node knows when it is allowed
D = HashData ⊕ HashN ode < ST
(1) to communicate (access the shared Ethernet communication
medium). It is necessary to correlate the hash space of the Kad
So the hash value directly influences, which data or infor- network with the time space to create the relationship between
mation a node has to store [8].
the hash values of the HaRTKad nodes and the time slots.
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Fig. 1. Result of the IDST algorithm. The whole 4 bit address space is
represented by a ring. Three nodes are exemplarily placed on the ring.

NSlots =

2b
STIDST

(2)

The period TDel represents the delivery time of a node,
which can be seen as one turn around the hash ring. TDel is
given by Formula 3. tEx is the time needed to find an node
and to exchange data.
TDel = tEx ∗ NSlots

(3)

The actual time tRing based on the hash ring is simply
expressed by Formula 4, where tN ow is the absolute time.
tRing = tN ow

mod TDel

(4)

Now, it is important for a node to know, which slot SlotN ode
it is assigned to. Therefore, Formula 5 can be used.
SlotN ode =

HashN ode
STIDST

(5)

As each node knows the value for STIDST and tN ow , it
can decide independently if it is allowed to sent. The decision
criterion is represented by Formula 6.

Further Applications
HaRTKad Application
lwIP
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IP

Hardware specification
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Fig. 2.

Communication Layers

Therefore, an approach is presented to realizes the arbitrary
media access of the nodes, which is handled in a decentralized
way. Every node itself knows when it is allowed to access the
media without a central instance as every node has sufficient
information about the time slot it belongs to. The number
of slots defined in Formula 2, which are generated, directly
depends on the bit width of the hash values b and the STIDST .
Additionally, every network participant must run the HaRTKad
application as everybody must consider its own time slot to
get access to the media. Otherwise, if a network participant
is not part of the HaRTKad network it could compromise the
network communication and the real-time behavior cannot be
guaranteed.

Software Stack

STIDST

(tRing > SlotN ode ∗ tEx ) ∧ (tRing << SlotN ode ∗ tEx + tEx )
(6)
Using the presented formulas, we are able to realize a TDMAbased communication approach by correlating the time space
with the hash space. As we are using the IDST algorithm, there
is only one parameter left, which has to be determined. This
parameter is tEx . tEx is a technical parameter, which is hard
to determine theoretically as it depends on many parameters,
especially on the used hardware. Thus, we have developed a
prototype, which is presented in Section IV.
Another reason for not using the IP address of the nodes
directly to assign a time slot is to support non-IP protocols on
top of the Ethernet protocol as well. Therefore, we realize the
assignment of the time slot in the application layer, so that we
are able to support even proprietary protocol besides IP. Also,
the IP address are not as equally distributed as the hash values
of nodes generated by the MD4 or MD5 algorithm.

Software stack of a Kad node

IV. H ARD R EAL - TIME K AD NODE
As the presented approach is supposed to be used in
automation scenarios, it is necessary not only to guarantee
a deterministic packet exchange, i.e., communication among
the nodes. It is also necessary to guarantee a hard real-time
behavior of Kad nodes in terms of packet processing. Therefore,
it is necessary to implement the Kad node in software using a
real-time operating system. Hence, the target platform should
support real-time operating systems. As target platform, the
Zedboard with a 667 MHz ARM processor has been chosen
[11]. We have chosen an embedded devices as we are targeting
a platform for industrial automation. Using the developed
HaRTKad prototype, it is possible to determine processing
times of Kad operations and transmission times of exchanged
UDP packets. The software stack and communication layer of
the realized prototype are depicted in Figure 2.
Software stack: First, the hardware specification of the
Zedboard has to be defined in software. However, only standard
hardware has been chosen for the Zedboard consisting of
the ARM CPU and RAM for software. It is possible to add
own dedicated hardware components, which could improve
the performance. In the first approach, we renounce the use
of dedicated hardware to be able to realize the system with
available standard hardware. FreeRTOS has been chosen as
operating system to enable hard real-time behavior of the
Kad nodes [12]. Additionally, lwIP is part of FreeRTOS as
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5. Action_RES

Zedboard 2

Prototype setup for evaluation

a lightweight TCP/IP stack to enable the communication via there is the idle thread, which is the source for new threads
the Ethernet medium [13]. The next layer is the HaRTKad and it possesses a priority depending on the OS.
application, which enables the real-time communication and
the creation of the time slots for the nodes. Here, the A. Performance Evaluation
presented approach is realized. Additionally, it is possible
The composite of the modified Kademlia protocol and
to use HaRTKad as middle-ware to run further applications on the real-time Kad node allows to realize hard real-time
top of it.
applications based on P2P technology. It is necessary to build
Communication layer: The communication layer consists up a prototype scenario of HaRTKad nodes to evaluate their
of standard Ethernet technology as the base medium. Also, performance. Therefore, a prototype setting consisting of four
the IP protocol is supported, which is necessary to enable main components has been realized to measure the performance
addressing throughout the whole infrastructure. UDP as the values. One main computer, two Zedboards, and one 8-Port
next layers is used as standard TCP is not suitable for real- 1 GBit/s switch from Netgear [14] represent the prototype
time applications. On top, we have the application layer, which setup. The two Zedboards represent the Kad network and
consists of the HaRTKad application and an optional additional are logically connected via the Kad protocol. The setting is
layer for another application where HaRTKad serves as the depicted in Figure 3. Two operations are supported in the setup:
middle-ware.
(1) read and (2) write operations between the two Zedboards,
The developed nodes support multi-threaded applications, which are running the HaRTKad application.
which are needed by the Kad implementation. All Kad node
(1) Read operation: If the user requests a read operation a
threads are given in Table I with a short description. The number of integers will be transmitted. The number is given by
threads are sorted by their priority starting with the highest the user and stored in the user request packet. Additionally, the
one.
hash ID of the nodes, which have to deliver the requested
integer values, is given. The first Zedboard receives and
T HREAD
P RIOR .
D ESCRIPTION
processes this packet. As the first Zedboard is not responsible
Main
5
Starts other thread before going idle
for the read request, it starts the search in the Kad network
External control
4
Receiving external commands
for a node, which his responsible for the given hash ID in the
Kad communication
3
Processing of Kad packets
read request packet. Therefore, the first Zedboard contacts the
Search
3
Destroys search objects
Network
2
Network interface packet processing
second board via a Kad request packet to check if it is still
Maintenance
1
Maintenance threads
available. The second Zedboard answers with a Kad response
Idle
OS
Origin of new threads
packet. When the first Zedboard receives the Kad response, it
can contact the second Zedboard again as it is also responsible
TABLE I
T HREADS OF THE K AD C LIENT
for the given hash ID in the read request packet by the user.
This is done via the action request packets, which is the read
action request in this case. The second Zedboard answers via
The main thread is important to start the other threads and the action response packet, which is the read action response
therefore got the highest priority. After having started the other packet. The read action response packet includes all integer
threads, the main thread will stay idle. The external control values requested by the user and is filled with randomly created
thread got the second highest priority as it should react fast integer values. After the first Zedboard receives the read action
to external triggers like a human released fire alarm. The response packet, it forwards the integer values to the user via
Kad communication thread has the next lower priority and the user response packet.
is responsible for the processing of Kad packets. After the
(2) Write operation: If a write operation is performed a
Kad communication thread, the three search threads handle the given number of integer values is stored in the user request
search in the Kad network. The network thread processes the packet. Like during the previous described read operation, the
packets from the network interface and forwards the packet corresponding node for the write operation will be searched in
data to the HaRTKad application. Three maintenance threads the Kad network. In this case, it is the second Zedboard as well.
are responsible for keeping the network up to date. Finally, This receives an action request packet, which is a write action
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request packet from the first Zedboard. This packet includes
the integer values, which have to be stored on the responsible
second Zedboard. The second Zedboard will send back a write
action response packet as confirmation, which is forwarded
by the first Zedboard to the user in form of the user response
packet.
The times have been measured for all operations including
the Kad operations and the processing of the packets. The first
time measurement starts at the moment when a user request in
form of a user request packet is received at the first Zedboard.
The second time stamp is taken when the user request packet
is sent back to the user PC. This has been measured for read
and write processes. The result is depicted in Figure 4. As
apparent, the results are below one microsecond. Additionally,
it can be seen that with an linearly increasing number of integer
values the time also increases linearly. These results can be
considered for further inspection.

PACKET
User REQ
User RES
Kad REQ
Kad RES

S UBTYPE

Action REQ
Action RES

read
write
read
write

S IZE [B YTE ]
64
64
89
96
88
88
72
72

TABLE II
S IZE OF PACKETS

Kad Req
to 0011

Idle

Kad Res

Process
Kad Res

Action Req
ID: 0011

Peer
ID: 0001

Idle

Kad Req
to 0010

Idle

Kad Res

Process
Kad Res

Peer
ID: 0010

Idle

idle

Process
Kad Req

Kad Res
to 0001

idle

Peer
ID: 0011

Idle

Process
Kad Req

Kad Res
to 0000

Idle

Kad Res

Peer
ID: 0000

0.95

Process time [ms]

0.9

Ring
0.85
0.8
0.75

Fig. 5.

Interleaving of media access to increase the CU

read
write

Most of the time, the nodes are processing packets and do
not access the media. Thus, it is possible to allow parallel
0.65
access to the media to increase the CU. This interleaving is
0
50
100
150
200
250
exemplary depicted in Figure 5. The peer with the hash ID
Number of transmitted integer values
”0000” contacts the peer with the hash ID ”0011”. Due to the
time for processing the packets, the peer with the hash ID
Fig. 4. Performance evaluation of a HaRTKad node
”0001” is able to contact the peer with the hash ID ”0010”.
With the determined parameters, it is possible to indicate the
number of nodes, which could theoretically access the media in
V. O PTIMIZATION OF THE CHANNEL UTILIZATION
one time slot while considering a theoretical channel utilization
If using a synchronous TDMA-based approach time, slots
of 100 %.
could be unused. Therefore, one approach is presented to
In a nutshell, to indicate the performance of the presented
increase the channel utilization (CU).
network the work of Mark Felser in [15] is considered. Three
Exploiting the processing time of a node: If the best case
classes are defined for human control, process control, and
of the processing time of a node is known this time should be
motion control. Furthermore, these three classes have different
considered to achieve a higher CU. If we consider HaRTKad
constraints in terms of timings. For a better comparability, it is
running on a Zedboard as target platform, it is possible to
assumed that an information exchange of 4 bytes between the
determine the CU during information exchange by Formula 7.
nodes happen. The results from our prototype shows that the
the finding of a node and the exchange of 4 bytes took about
Datapackets
CU =
(7) 700 µs, which already includes one search step of 150 µs.
tEx ∗ 1GBits/s
Every further search step took additional 150 µs, which is
It directly depends on the the data size, which has been denoted as the time TStep . Therefore, 550 µs are needed to
exchanged. For the traced packets, we have six packets as send and process the action request and response packet and
previously described in the prototype scenario. The packets are is denoted as TAction . The number of search steps in the
summarized in Table II with their sizes, so that it is possible to Kad network scales logarithmically with the total number of
compute the CU by computing the amount of data exchanged HaRTKad nodes as previously mentioned. It is also considered
Datapackets . For further results, only the packets inside the that we need more time to find other nodes in the Kad network,
Kad network are considered, the packets from and to the user which is expressed by Formula 8. This is because if the
PC are omitted. Additionally, to make the results comparable optimum supports more node to achieve a higher CU, we
to one scenario, we assume that only one integer value (4 need more time to search for nodes. If we chose the optimum
Bytes) is transmitted during the a read or write process.
number of nodes to achieve the highest CU, the increased time
0.7
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needed to find a node is already considered.
N odesP er


TDel
N odes =
TAction + (log2 (N odes) ∗ TStep )


(8)

The solution of Formula 8 is given by Formula 9, where W
is the Lambert W -function.

N odesM ax




=

TDel ∗ log(2)
TStep ∗

TAction /TStep
∗TDel ∗log(2)
)
W(2
TStep




 (9)

In Table III, the number of possible nodes is presented using
the presented approach, only realized in the application layer
and without any central instance.
If no optimization is realized we are only able to let a small
number of nodes operate as prototypes. The amount of data,
which includes the Kad packets and the action packets, is given
to compute the CU. Additionally, it can be seen that the actual
Ethernet media CU is very low. If we assume a theoretical
CU of 100% it is possible to increase the number of nodes
significantly.

Slot

=

N odesM axOpt
N odesM axN o Opt

(10)

The new STISDTO pt is generated by the IDST algorithm
by using the parameter N odesP er Slot .
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, an approach is presented to realize a fully
decentralized Kad network meeting hard real-time constraints
for connecting devices in automation scenarios. Additionally,
the prototype for a hard real-time Kad node called HaRTKad
node is presented.The combination of the presented modified
Kad protocol and a working prototype allows for the realization
of hard real-time applications with high resilience, flexibility,
and without any SPoF. Furthermore, administrative scalability
and usability in adding and removing further instances are
simplified as no central managing instance is necessary. Every
node is able to process given data in a deterministic way thereby
ensuring hard real-time behavior. Prospectively, the presented
approach will be used to evaluate an application in an practical
scenario with a high number of HaRTKad nodes.
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